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INTRODUCTION 
Alarming rates of police brutality and abuse of power persist across U.S. cities and  
states, with 987 people shot and killed by law enforcement offi ers in 2017 alone. Victims 
of police-involved violence are disproportionately people of color, and a quarter of  
victims struggle with mental illness. 

 
Despite the admirable sacrifi  es and contributions of law enforcement, incidents of 
police-involved violence destabilize and divide our communities and threaten our 
collective well-being. Research reveals concerning gaps in the capacity of police offi  ers 
to interface with diverse communities, overcome implicit biases, and de-escalate 
tense situations. When officers responsible for violence against civilians are spared  
punishment or when investigations take place without transparency, injured 
communities are left without justice and mistrust deepens. Addressing this kind of 
violence requires a multipronged legislative approach that returns the power of 
oversight to the people, restores community justice, and equips police officers to safely 
serve diverse communities. 

 
MESSAGING 

 
Topline Message 

 
We all want to live in safe and thriving communities, and the police play an important role 
in achieving that goal. But, like many aspects of our criminal justice system, the current 
system of law enforcement needs some commonsense changes to best meet the goal of 
community safety and security. We need to pursue solutions that truly make our 
communities feel safe and identify what’s working and what’s not. 

 
Note: Much of this guidance comes from The Opportunity Agenda. See more guidance 
here. 

 
Talking Points 

 

• Incidents of police-involved violence destabilize and divide our communities and 
threaten our collective wellbeing. Addressing this kind of violence requires a multi- 
pronged legislative approach that returns the power of oversight to the people, 
restores community justice, and equips police officers to safely serve diverse 
communities. 

• Communities of color, and all individuals, have a right to feel safe in their homes, 
neighborhoods, and cities. This requires confidence in law enforcement. 

• The disproportionate impact of police violence on communities of color reinforces 
racial divisions and violates the constitutional promise of equal protection under the 
law. 

• We must recognize the multifaceted role police officers play in our communities and 
better equip them for success and safety in all aspects of their work. 

• Much of the current culture and many of the practices of law enforcement agencies are 
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out of step with the communities they serve. What we see today is a severe breakdown 
of trust and legitimacy between the police and low-income communities of color. 

• By mandating and funding rigorous training on community policing strategies, 
legislators can reduce the likelihood that police-involved violence will occur. 

• Transparency and information sharing by police departments can enhance public trust. 
• Communities harmed by police-involved violence deserve a genuine opportunity to see 

justice for their loved ones. This requires fair, impartial, and transparent investigations 
and judgments. 

• These changes will lead to more effective, accountable, and transparent policing. 
• What you look like, where you grow up, the accent you have or how much money you 

have should not affect the treatment you receive in our justice system. 
• We all want to live in communities where our family and property are safe. We should 

work toward communities where individuals feel protected, not threatened, by police 
and police feel equipped to do their jobs. 

 
Key Facts & Data 

 
• Stanford researchers found that police officers tend to treat black Americans with less 

respect than they do white Americans. 
• “Fatal use of force by police surged in January 2017, exceeding the number of  

people killed by police in any one month since 2015.” (American Civil Liberties Union,  
NewsOne) 

• “[Although police] officers employ force in less than two percent of all police-civilian 
interactions, the use of police force is disproportionately high for African-Americans — 
more than three times greater than for whites.” (New York Times, Center for Policing   
Equity) 

• “The Dallas Police Department…saw an 18 percent drop in use of force the year after 
it instituted de-escalation training. In addition, since 2010, excessive force complaints 
there have dropped by 83 percent.” (American Public Media Reports) 

• Over 5,400 police officers in Miami-Dade have passed through crisis intervention 
training (CIT) since 2010. After implementing CIT training, police have responded to 
71,628 mental health-related calls and have made only 138 arrests. “The decline in 
arrests and incarcerations enabled the county to close a jail and save taxpayers $12 
million a year.” (Atlantic, Miami Herald) 

 
POLLING 

 
A 2017 survey conducted for National Public Radio, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 
and the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health found that: 
• Six in ten black Americans say they have been unfairly stopped or treated unfairly by 

the police because they are black. 
• Thirty-one percent of black Americans say that fear of discrimination has led them to 

avoid calling the police when in need. 
The survey data was compiled from 802 black Americans as part of a large national 
representative probability survey of 3,453 adults from January 26 to April 9, 2017. 
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A 2016 Pew Research Center survey of police officers found that: 
• Eighty-six percent of officers say fatal encounters between police and black Americans 

have made their job harder. 
• Ninety-three percent of officers say officers in their department have become more 

concerned about their safety. 
• While a majority of officers say fatal encounters are isolated incidents, a majority of the 

public believe they point to a larger problem. 
The survey was conducted online with 7,917 police officers in local police and sheriff’s 
departments with at least 100 sworn officers (excluding state agencies). The general 
public results were based on a survey of 4,538 U.S. adults conducted online. 

 
A 2015 poll by the Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research found: 
• Black Americans are four times as likely as white Americans to believe police violence is 

a very serious problem. 
• Both black and white Americans do support changes in policy that could limit police 

violence and reduce tensions. 
• For example: 71 percent believe police body cameras would deter police aggression, 

and 52 percent think community policing programs would be effective to help build 
relationships between officers and communities. An additional 35 percent believe the 
programs would be somewhat effective. 
The poll surveyed 1,223 adults, including 311 black Americans. 

 
A 2014 CBS News poll found that 59 percent of white Americans and 85 percent of black 
Americans believe most police officers need better training on handling confrontations 
with civilians. 

 
POLICY OPTIONS 

State legislators can play an important role in decreasing police-involved violence. 
Recognizing the complexity of this issue, this brief offers a wide range of policy 
approaches that 1) help prevent future incidents through enhanced officer training, 2) 
increase transparency and empower citizens with greater oversight of police, 3) ensure 
impartiality in investigations of police-involved violence, and 4) explore structural reforms 
to law enforcement. 

 
Enhancing Training to Prevent Future Police-Involved Violence 

 
State legislators can order and appropriate funds to municipalities to better train officers 
on topics like de-escalation, implicit bias, and mental health crisis management1. Improving 
and expanding the scope of officer training can cultivate community policing (i.e, policing 
focused on working with the community to address community problems) mindsets 
among law enforcement and better equip officers to safely respond to a myriad of 
scenarios and communities. 

1 Note that many states without detailed legislation on police training have Peace Officer Standards 
and Training (POST) boards with the authority to mandate statewide training regimens. However, many POST 
Boards have avoided issuing strong training requirements on community policing topics, instead deferring to 
municipalities to develop their own programs. 
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De-Escalation Training 
De-escalation training helps officers steady their responses in the field, defuse dangerous 
situations, and correct the impulse to employ physical force quickly. As of April 2018, 
about two-thirds of states had no legal requirement for law enforcement officers to 
complete de-escalation training. Some states with de-escalation provisions fail to specify 
the number of training hours required or mandate only one to two hours per year. 

 
• Minnesota recently enacted legislation that would require all law enforcement officers 

to complete sixteen hours of cultural sensitivity, crisis management, mediation, and de- 
escalation training every three years in order to maintain their licenses. The legislature 
appropriated $10 million to execute trainings in 2018, including $100,000 specifically 
for de-escalation (2017 MN HF 346 / 2017 MN SF 445; Appropriation: 2017 MN HF 470). 

 
Implicit Bias Training 
Implicit bias training helps officers begin to identify and grapple with prejudices that 
impact their work. Washington legislators proposed mandating that the state’s Criminal 
Justice Training Commission make implicit bias an integral part of law enforcement 
officer training, following recommendations from the state’s joint legislative taskforce on 
community policing (2017 WA SB 5073). California lawmakers filed a 2017 bill that would 
require its Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) Commission to “develop and 
disseminate training on principled policing, specifically procedural justice and implicit 
bias.” The bill would require all incoming peace officers to receive this training, beginning 
no later than 2019, and would require licensed officers to complete refresher trainings 
every five years (2017 CA AB 2626). Several other states legally require officers to undergo 
implicit bias training, but requirements are imposed by POST Boards rather than by state 
legislatures (for example, Maine and Missouri). 

 
Mental Health Crisis Training and Intervention 
Departments need dedicated training and response mechanisms that help officers 
carefully interact with individuals with mental illness, given the inordinate impact of police   
violence on this community. While over half of states require basic officer training on 
mental illness and behavioral disorders, about ten states have legally formalized crisis 
intervention teams (CITs) that establish training and rapid response partnerships between 
law enforcement and mental health providers. 

 
• The Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board is required to develop a 

training curriculum for “crisis intervention addressing specialized policing responses to 
people with mental illnesses.” Officers must be trained “to identify signs and symptoms 
of mental illness, to de-escalate situations involving individuals who appear to have a 
mental illness, and connect [a] person in crisis to treatment” (50 ILCS 705/10.17 (2016) 
/ Bill: 2015 IL HB 4112). 

• In 2017, Arkansas expanded requirements and incentives for police preparedness 
on mental illness crisis intervention. The law requires all law enforcement officers to 
complete at least sixteen hours of training on “behavior health crisis intervention in a 
law enforcement context” and stipulates a range of specific requirements for practicum 
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training. Local law enforcement agencies are encouraged to have at least 20 percent 
of certified officers conduct advanced crisis intervention team training (a forty- 
hour process). Arkansas also encourages the establishment of local criminal justice 
coordinating committees, including medical and mental health professionals, to share 
data, best practices, and lessons learned on crisis intervention. The state’s “Behavioral 
Health Crisis Intervention Protocol Act of 2017” expresses the legislature’s intent to 
avoid incarceration or prosecution of individuals with behavioral health impairments. 
Arkansas plans to begin diverting individuals to community-based crisis stabilization 
centers (2017 AR SB 136). For FY18, the legislature appropriated $5 million to fund 
new treatment centers and $50,000 for operational expenses to implement crisis 
intervention training (AR: Summary of 2017 Regular Session Fiscal Legislation). 

 
Deterring Police Misconduct and Advancing Public Confidence Through 
Transparency 

 
Data Transparency and Reporting Standards 
Reforms to police department data collection and sharing practices can boost public 
confidence in law enforcement, deter racial bias and overuse of force, and help the public 
identify patterns of abuse. Data transparency legislation should mandate the collection 
and speedy release of information on all traffic and pedestrian stops, as well as searches 
of residences, businesses, and other settings. 

 
• To better track and deter racial profiling among California’s peace officers, the state 

requires every law enforcement agency to submit an annual report to the Attorney 
General with data on all traffic and pedestrian stops conducted by that agency’s 
officers. At a minimum, reported data must include: the date, time, and location of the 
stop; reason for the stop; details on any resulting action (searches, arrests, warnings, 
citations, etc.); and the perceived race, ethnicity, gender, and age of the individual (2015  
CA AB 953 / Chapter 466). 

• Maryland imposes strong data collection standards for vehicular traffic stops, though 
the Center for Popular Democracy’s (CPD) Justice in Policing Toolkit suggests that 
the state expand data requirements to include “pedestrian stops and searches of 
residences, businesses, faith institutions and other locations” (MD Transp Code § 25-113   
[2016]). 

 
Detailed data on police officer use of force should also be collected and made available to 
the public. 

 
• Colorado mandates all state and local law enforcement agencies to report specific 

information on officer-involved shootings. Required data to be reported includes: the 
age, gender, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, and physical or mental disability of 
the suspect (if known); the age, gender, race, and ethnicity of the peace officer; the 
officer’s basis for the stop and the shooting; whether any involved officers conducted 
a search according to proper procedure; whether the officer issued a verbal warning 
before shooting; and whether any citations were issued or arrests carried out at the 
scene (CO Rev Stat § 24-33.5-517 [2016]). 

• California requires law enforcement to report the details of all officer-involved 
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shootings annually to the Attorney General. This includes demographic details on the 
individual(s) involved, any resulting deaths or injuries, and whether the civilian was 
armed and the type of weapon, among other information (2015 CA AB 71 / Chapter   
462). 

 
The National Conference of State Legislators website includes additional examples of 
legislation on data transparency in policing. 

 
Body-Worn Cameras 
Requiring on-duty officers to wear body cameras has become perhaps the most popular 
and widely debated measure to enhance oversight and deter police violence against 
civilians. Nearly all states either considered or enacted legislation related to body cameras 
in the last decade. Police reform experts and advocates lack consensus on an ideal 
legislative approach but agree that body cameras must be adopted with active community 
consultation and in concert with other policies to shift police operations and culture. 

 
Body cameras require inherent tradeoffs between privacy (for both civilians and officers) 
in the interest of police oversight and accountability. This tension necessitates the utmost 
care from policymakers developing systems of legislation around body cameras and 
footage use. At a minimum, legislation should address the following: 
• Rules governing the collection of video footage (e.g, when officers are required 

to activate cameras, circumstances where officers are allowed to stop recordings, 
requirements for notifying civilians being recorded, penalties for noncompliance). Rules 
should balance potential for officer misuse with concerns about excess surveillance. 

• Regulations on the security and retention of camera footage to minimize privacy 
infringements, while allowing for oversight and adjudication. 

• Classification of body camera footage under Freedom of Information (FOIA) laws and 
any privacy exemptions. 

• Note: This framework also applies to police dashboard camera footage. 
 

Several states have authorized studies, working groups, or pilot programs for body 
cameras (for example, see Louisiana - 2015 LA HCR 180 and Maryland - 2015 MD HB   
0533). New Jersey requires police vehicles primarily used for traffic stops to be equipped 
with cameras (2014 NJ A 2280). In 2015, South Carolina became the first state to require 
all officers to wear body cameras and to appropriate state funds for implementation. 
Camera footage is exempt from the state’s FOIA laws (2015 SC HB 47; Appropriation: 2016  
SC HB 5001). 

 
Resources from the American Civil Liberties Union, D.C. Open Government Coalition,  
National Conference of State Legislators, and the Center for Popular Democracy (among 
other organizations) offer further examples and insight on body camera policy frameworks 
and tradeoffs. 
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Reforming Redress Mechanisms Following Violent Incidents 
 

Independent Police Review Boards 
States can empower independent investigatory boards following incidents of police- 
involved violence to mitigate potential conflicts of interest. For example, Hawaii recently 
commissioned a nine-member Law Enforcement Officer Independent Review Board under 
the direction of the State Attorney General (AG). The board reviews investigations of 
officer-involved deaths conducted by local law enforcement and can recommend (non- 
binding) criminal charges for the officers in question. Board members include the Deputy 
AG, four former prosecuting attorneys from across the state, a retired judge, a former 
police chief/sheriff, and two community members with no criminal justice experience. The 
board is appropriated funds from the state legislature, which totaled $100,000 (for start- 
up costs) in fiscal year 2016-17 (HI Rev Stat § 28 Part XI (2016), Bill: 2016 HI SB 2196). 

 
Special Prosecutors 
Several progressive advocacy organizations, including the Center for Popular Democracy 
and the ACLU, have called upon states to appoint special prosecutors to independently 
investigate police-involved violence. No state has yet taken this approach, though 
interested lawmakers could draw upon this 2014 U.S. Congressional bill when crafting 
state-level legislation. The bill proposed to direct all state governors to randomly appoint 
special prosecutors to investigate incidents of officer-involved civilian deaths. Prosecutors 
would be required to conduct their work in a publicly transparent manner. 

 
Redress: Independent Investigation Provisions 
At a minimum, states should disqualify law enforcement agencies from officially 
investigating incidents of violence involving their own officers. Agencies should, of course, 
be permitted to undertake their own internal investigations, but primary investigatory 
power should be external. 

 
• Colorado requires local law enforcement agencies to develop protocols for 

participating in multi-agency, cross-jurisdiction teams that investigate officer-involved 
shootings resulting in injury or death. If no criminal charges are filed following an 
investigation, the District Attorney must release a public report detailing investigators’ 
findings and the basis for their decision. See this sample protocol from the Denver 
Police Department for details on investigative team composition and funding 
(procedures vary by locality) (CO Rev Stat § 16-2.5-301 (2016), CO Rev Stat § 20-1-114   
[2016]). 

• Utah mandates investigations into every officer-involved civilian death or injury, and the 
“investigating agency…may not be the law enforcement agency employing the officer” 
in question (Utah Code § 76-2-408). 

• Wisconsin similarly disqualifies law enforcement agencies from investigating their own 
police-involved deaths (Wisconsin Statutes § 175.47). 

 
Note that these states do not specifically allocate or mandate funding for these 
investigations, leaving resource decisions to municipalities. 
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Addressing Other Systemic Causes of Officer-Involved Violence 
 

State-Mandated Review and Research 
Legislators can mandate broad-based reviews of law enforcement systems in their 
states and can fund research into policy or training solutions to prevent future violent 
confrontation between officers and civilians. Where police reform remains a particularly 
tenuous issue, a systems review, research, or taskforce approach can serve as an additional 
policy option for states to kick-start discussions on more systemic problems facing law 
enforcement in their states. 

 
• In 2016, Washington established a year-long joint legislative task force on the use of 

deadly force in community policing to “review laws, practices, and training programs” 
from around the country and to “recommend best practices to reduce the number of 
violent interactions between law enforcement officers and members of the public.” 
Crucially, the law requires the taskforce to include community advocates, along with a 
wide range of law enforcement officials (2016 WA HB 2908). 

• Oregon appropriated $959,000 in 2016 “for developing and disseminating research- 
based community policing skills through the Oregon Center for Policing Excellence” 
(2016 OR SB 5701, See Section 7). 

• In 2015, Ohio convened a Task Force on Community-Police Relations to study and 
address the broken relationship between communities and police. The task force was 
initiated through a gubernatorial executive order but could also be modeled through 
state legislation. 

• Following the death of Freddie Gray in 2015, the state of Maryland mandated ongoing 
oversight of the Baltimore Police Department. The Baltimore Police Commissioner must 
submit annual reports on the department’s hiring demographics, community policing 
programs, and incidents of officer use of force that resulted in a civilian injury (MD Pub   
Safety Code § 3-512 [2016]). 

 
Demilitarization of Local Police 
Militarization of local police forces, enabled partly by the federal government’s 1033  
program1, contradicts the spirit of community policing and can deepen the divide 
between law enforcement and the communities they serve. State legislators can act to 
restrict police access to military-grade weapons or can require checks on municipalities 
attempting to procure such equipment. Restrictions of this nature can help shift local 
police culture away from a reliance on force and toward de-escalation models. 

 
• New Jersey enacted two pieces of relevant legislation in 2014. One law requires the 

state Attorney General to review all local requests for military-grade equipment 
under the 1033 program (2014 NJ A 3754). The second establishes “a system of local 
oversight for county and municipal law enforcement agencies that participate in” the 
federal program, whereby officials requesting military equipment must first obtain 
permission from local authorities (2014 NJ A 3901). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
10 

1 In 2015, President Obama ordered the federal government to cease transfers of some military-grade 
equipment, following a recommendation from the Presidential Task Force on 21st Century Policing. Whether 
this order will remain intact under the Trump administration remains unclear. 
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ADDITIONAL  RESOURCES 
American Civil Liberties Union: Reforming Police Practices 

Police Body-Mounted Cameras: With Right Policies in Place, a Win for All  
War Comes Home: The Excessive Militarization of American Police 

Campaign Zero: Solutions, Research  

Center for Policing Equity 
The Science of Justice: Race, Arrests, and Police Use of Force 

 
Center for Popular Democracy (CPD)  

Justice in Policing 
 

D.C. Open Government Coalition: State by State Police Body Camera Research  

Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law 

Marshall Project 
De-escalation Training 

 
Movement for Black Lives 

Platform: End the War on Black People 

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)  

National Conference of State Legislators: Law Enforcement 
Body Worn Camera Research 
Mental Health Needs in the Criminal Justice System   
Under Review: Policing in America 

 
The Opportunity Agenda  

Talking Policing Issues  
 

Sunlight Foundation 
Which States are Passing Effective Legislation on Police Bodycams?  
The Right to See 

 
The Vera Institute of Justice 

To Protect and Serve: New Trends in State-Level Policing Reform, 2015-2016 
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